Pennsylvania Custom Course Equivalencies Widget

The customized course equivalencies Widget Builder may be used by institutions to customize a Widget displaying their own course equivalencies for placement on the institution’s website. If institutions choose to deploy the Widget, they will be able to leverage and display the course equivalencies data housed on the PATRAC.ORG site while providing information directly to visitors of the institution’s own website. This optional feature is being provided by AcademyOne as a value-add for institutions and deployment of the Widget is not a requirement of the PATRAC project. The main benefit to institutions is that visitors to the institution’s website can obtain the same course equivalency information as that displayed on PATRAC without leaving the institution’s website.

The PATRAC customized course equivalencies Widget Builder website is:

http://widgets.pacollegetransfer.com/

Below is an example created by AcademyOne (not actually on Clarion University’s website). The area inside the red rectangle is the actual widget that is placed into an institution’s web page.

Directions for using the Widget Builder are included on the website and a detailed Widget User Guide will be provided. Institutions can customize the Widget display by using the “themes” option and resizing. The HTML code needed to generate and deploy this functionality is available on the Widgets site and may be directly copied and inserted onto one of your institution’s web pages. The themes offer color and font choices so that the course equivalencies Widget looks as if it is native to an institution’s website. There are widgets for both receivers (transfer-in) and senders (transfer-out).